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MRS FLETCHER - When her only child STRIKE BACK - VENDETTA - The gang is
leaves for university, she's got time on back for a final hurrah, saving the world
her hands and so she starts dating and one mission at a time for this special
using porn, Forget the first episode and forces unit. This is the final series, 9
episodes with Stonbridge and Scott be
stick with this one - really smart
back? Catch up on the other 7 series as all
comedy. SKY COMEDY/NOW TV
MEAT IN THE FAMILY -Whilst you're on are available on NOW TV/ SKY ONE.
GOOD TIME - Intelligent, disturbning
self isolation check out this
night time odyssey by a psychotic
documentary about families who are
educated about where their meat comes brother trying to stay two paces ahead of
the police. Robert Pattinson at his career
from, include living with the animal
best. NETFLIX
they have to choose to eat or save.
CHANNEL 40D

WINE & CUT THE
CHAT/HOW HAVE I NOT
SEEN THIS?
CAPTAIN FANTASTIC - So self isolation can feel like living off grid, but in this
smart film the family have lived off grid until the wife gets sick with cancer.
Throws up all kinds of questions, should children have to suffer their parents
decisions, what does freedom mean etc. . BBC IPLAYER & NETFLIX
THE RIGHTEOUS GEMSTONES - It's all about a fictional family of tv
evangelists and asks all the questions you really wanted to know ie are they
crooks? Starring John Goodman. Is it wrong to laugh, you bet it is but you'll be
roaring with laughter! SKY COMEDY/ NOW TV

www. l i q u i d ma r ma l a d e . c o m

IRON & WATCH
LAST TANGO IN HALIFAX - This is just
heavenly, nicely written and in these
uncertain times feels like a warm hug.
BBC IPLAYER
THIS IS US -A couple lose a triplet and
end up with twins , but before they leave
the hospital they adopt a further child. A
blended family told in flashback - will
keep you company as you iron. AMAZON
PRIME
NEWSROOM- The news is too scary so
watch some fictional news, lots of
drama and really well written. NOW TV
NOUGHTS & CROSSES -Dystopian
series set in Africa where the Africans
rule and the whites are their servants.
Based on the teen books, I think this is a
watch and do something else whilst
watching. Interesting examination of
privilege. BBC IPLAYER

11

DUVET DAY
THE SINNER series 3 - Bill Pullman as a
detective unpicking the pieces. This is
serious addictive and demands all your
attention. NETFLIX
JUSTIFIED- US Marshal Raylan Givens
returns to his hometown in Eastern
Kentucky. Based on the Elmore Leonard
books. This is tv drama at its finest.
Walton Goggins as criminal, Boyd
Crowther is award winning. It is western,
mixed with personal drama and some of
the most memorable lines ever. Learn
what apple pie really is. 5 seasons to keep
you occupied. NETFLIX

WINE & CUT THE
CHAT/HOW HAVE I NOT
SEEN THIS?
SNOW PIERCER -If you've watched Parasite then watch, director's Bong JoonHo's first English language film. It considers the issue of climate change set on
a train. It sounds bonkers but it works with an all star cast including Tilda
Swinton, John Hurt, Chris Evans, Jamie Bell and Octavia Spencer. AMAZON
PRIME
LIAR series 2 - Whose lying then or should I put it a different way: whose
version of events do you believe. Get addicted! ITV
HOW TO LOSE FRIENDS AND ALIENATE PEOPLE - Luckily on self isolation
that isn't going to happen to you. The book and now film with Simon Pegg is
the right level of cringe mixed with dark as molasses English humour. Chanel
40D
JUST ONE LOOK - Finished The Stranger, well this is the next Harlan Coben
series to binge. The story is moved to France. Who is Baptiste. Do you ever
truly know the person you're married to? Channel 40D

